
What is RAD? 
RAD or Rental Assistance Demonstration is 
a federal policy implemented in 2012 by the 
Obama Administration. It allows for the type 
of federal housing assistance at a property 
to be changed from Section 9 (aka public 
housing) to Section 8 (aka the housing 
choice voucher program). This change also 
transitions properties into private 
management. So far, 94,000 public housing 
units across the country have undergone 
RAD conversions. More conversions are 
expected given drastic expansions to the 
program under the Trump administration. 


RAD has been a component of the City’s 
plan for public housing since 2015, but was 
greatly expanded in the 2nd installment of 
the plan, released in 2018.  

Warning Signs 
In 2016, the City piloted RAD at Ocean Bay 
Houses in Far Rockaway. Between Jan 2017 
to Feb 2019, Ocean Bay had the highest 
rate of eviction of all public housing across 
the city - more than 2x the next highest rate.


This is expected because displacement 
has accompanied RAD conversions 
across the country.  

Research suggests tenants can also expect 
to be removed from their current apartment, 
relocated several times, experience difficulty 
with recertification after job changes and 
more.

What Can I Do Now?   
• VISIT www.justfix.nyc to learn more 

about your apartment or building, respond 
to an eviction notice, send an official letter 
to your landlord about needed repairs, etc. 

• TRACK needed repairs, efforts to get 
repairs, and responses from NYCHA reps 
& employees (i.e. housing assistant)


• ORGANIZE & EDUCATE with your 
neighbors and/or with JFAC


• SUPPORT other organizing groups by 
attending their events.

“What is RAD?!” 
This is a guide to the City’s plan 
to change public housing as we 
know it.  

It addresses the following questions: 

1) What is the City’s plan? 
2) What are the consequences for 

tenants? 
3) What can we do about it?

A diverse group of community members who live 
and work in western Queens. Our roots, base 
and leadership are in the local public housing 
developments of Astoria, Ravenswood, 
Queensbridge and Woodside. We emerged in 
2016 to advocate for affordable housing and 
good jobs in relation to a potential neighborhood 
rezoning in LIC; and we have continued to 
educate and organize around the needs of our 
communities ever since. 

Learn more:  
www.j4ac.us


www.facebook.com/JFAC.US/ 


Get Involved:  
jfacoalition@gmail.com | (347) 531 - 8339


PO Box 6546, Astoria NY 11106

If we don’t come 
together & unify today, 
we will be divided and 
displaced tomorrow. 

Our power is in our numbers.
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Will my Rights Remain Intact? 
The City says yes, and on paper, the answer is 
yes. There are no legal changes to the rights of 
NYCHA or public housing tenants, and 
protections are actually expanded.


However, in reality, this is not what we, JFAC, 
are hearing from tenants across the city. Nor is 
it what researchers are finding in converted 
buildings across the country. 


Instead, there are reports of consistent and 
blatant violations of tenants rights - from not 
holding meeting with tenants about 
conversions until decisions are made and 
moving forward, to not adjusting rent to 
changes in income.

RAD is one part, 
of one part,  
of NextGeneration NYCHA.  
The City says NextGeneration NYCHA will fix 
and modernize public housing across the city, 
and preserve it for generations to come. 
Through four mechanisms they say they will 
drum up $24 billion to repair NYCHA over the 
next 10 years.


       >> PACT to Preserve It


       >> Build to Preserve It


       >> Transfer to Preserve It


       >> Fix it to Preserve It


RAD is baked into one mechanism which the 
City has named PACT, or Permanent 
Affordability Community Together. 


The City says PACT and RAD will repair 
buildings and apartments, and improve living 
conditions for residents. 


We are not so optimistic. Instead, we see this 
as the end of public housing, at least as we 
know it now, and the beginning of the 
displacement of NYCHA’s 400,000 residents 
across our city.


PACT to Preserve It 

Using RAD and other 
mechanisms, the City will 
convert units to Section 
8, and transfer properties 
to private management. 
62,000 units are to be 
completed by 2028.

Build to Preserve It 

Known as “infill”, the city 
plans to allow private 
development on areas 
they deem “under-
utilized”, like parking lots 
and playgrounds. New  
dev is mostly market rate.

Transfer to Preserve It 

By selling the air above 
NYCHA buildings to 
private developers -  
known as development 
or air rights - the City 
will generate 3.1% of 
the $32 billion needed.

Fix to Preserve It 

The City claims 
NextGen will generate 
nearly $24 billion over 
the next decade. This is   
75% of the $32 billion 
that NYCHA needs in 
the next 5 years. 

Is this Privatization?  
This seems a lot like privatization, but the City 
has consistently said it is not privatization. 


What is going on? 


The City is clinging to the fact that they will 
maintain ownership of the property deed, so 
properties are not technically being 
transferred to private ownership, so this is not 
technically privatization. Instead, properties 
are being leased to private entities for 99 
years. Private entities are becoming property 
managers, not owners.


We assert, this is de facto privatization. 
Though the city maintains partial, legal 
ownership, in effect, private managers will be 
in charge of properties and tenants’ futures.

Do you agree? We ask you:  
If the city has already been struggling to care 

for NYCHA properties and respond to 
tenants’ needs, and these conversions will 
downsize their staff as tasks are taken over 

by private managers, what kind of 
‘ownership’ and capacity to intervene can we 
expect the City to have in this arrangement?  

OUR CONCERNS are based on research, 
reports and word of mouth which suggest:  

1. This is de facto privatization.  

2. Tenants rights are being violated.  

3. RAD leads to higher rates of eviction.


	If we don’t come together & unify today, we will be divided and displaced tomorrow.

